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Abstract: 
Simile is a controlled mental process in the form of an approach in 

comparison between two things or certain objects. The mechanism of this 
approach depends on demonstrating the relationship or comprehensive 
matter between two limits as possible.  This needs a frame from appropriate 
concepts limiting the levels of these relationship in addition to the reason 
leading into that comment. Therefore, in order to fulfill the requirements of 
this frame, then the emerging levels should be demonstrating in mind and 
thought in the form of ontology into the space. In other words, from 
perception to achievement, the concept of approach in such image depends 
on ontological consideration for body and its forms in existence, because  
most of our experiences in material life as well as moral one, is being 
envisaged according to these forms. So, the personification has been made 
on arranging the abstract concepts far from life aspects and surrounding 
world including the resulting concepts from language according to the body 
features and acting on these expressions. 

The image of loving the woman, and the harmony with the self as 
human experiences and distinct phenomena by which Al_Mutanaby had 
described the woman totally have been represented by inclination to woman 
representing the situation of love formulated by suggestive simile formal 
approaches (complex & simple) embedded by directive concepts of 
ontological aspects. These have reflected the mental information for the 
details of the life of Al_Mutanaby in psychological conflict to appear in love 
situation liberated him to describe those who are praised.  
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